
 

Episode III 

RISE OF THE SITH 

The end of the Republic has come.  Out of the remains 

of the Republic, Chancellor Palpatine has declared 

himself emperor of a Galactic Empire. 

Promising to reunite the dissatisfied and distraught 

peoples of the Galaxy, he has instead instituted a reign 

of terror. 

He has ordered that the Sith Lords under his command 

begin a search for the legendary KAIBURR CRYSTALS, 

which contain the deepest secrets of the dark side…. 

 

Opening Scene:  Vader, Maul and Tarkin are standing on 

the balcony of a ship in the imperial construction yard in 

space, discussing things. 

 

ACT ONE 
 
Then we are treated to a 

shot of soon-to-be Emperor Palpatine sitting in his throne room 

in the Imperial Palace.  He is giving a speech to the people in 

that room, and a hologram of him is being transferred to the 

Senate Chamber nearby.  He gives a speech explaining that he is 

creating an Empire to replace the failure that was the Republic, 

and that all Jedis are to be hunted down since they committed treason against the Galaxy (by 

Mace Windu attacking him, apparently). 

 

 

And then, our heroes!  Obi-wan Kenobi, Caddie Arkadia, and Owen Lars.  Not to mention, Luke 

Skywalker is there as well as a ten-month-old baby.  We see them liberate a small village from 

Imperial control.  After this adventure is over, they get back to their ship, where Qui-gon speaks 

to Obi-wan and tells him that Lord Maul has been spent on a mission to retrieve a lost Kaiburr 

Holocron, which is a powerful device that contains the deepest and deadliest secrets of the dark 

side. 



 
Note:  By this time, Obi-wan has begun to go by Ben Kenobi. 

 

ACT TWO 
 

In Rise of the Sith there is also a subplot concerning the seeds of the Rebellion.  The Rebellion as 

we know it in the Original Trilogy has only been around for a couple of years at the time of A 

New Hope.  These scenes- which contain Anakin’s wife (who lives on Alderaan with Leia), Bail 

Organa, Queen Organa, Mon Mothma, and others- show us how thoughts of rebellion originated. 

 
Note:  We can assume from Leia’s words in Return of the Jedi that since she can only barely remember 

her real mother, Anakin’s wife died around the time Leia was two.  It’s likely that Leia was formally 

adopted as soon as Anakin’s wife moved into the Organa household, but Anakin’s wife continued to care 

for her (as a nanny or nurse) until her death—and then the Organas took over. 

 

In act two we also see Darth Vader hunt down several Jedi. 

 

The Kaiburr Holocron (originally called the Kaiburr Crystal) is something that dates back to 

before Star Wars was created.  My movie recycles this old idea (as a lot of other parts of my AT 

do).  I’m not really sure how the search goes, and here I’m just going to leave it to the 

imagination. 

 

ACT THREE 
 

Regardless of how the search for the Kaiburr Holocron goes, the movie has its climax on a 

barren and desolate world.  There, Maul, and Ben’s friends get to the Kaiburrs at the same time.  

A duel between Caddie, Ben and Maul ensues, with Maul killing Caddie, and then Ben Kenobi 

killing Maul.  Ben takes one of the Kaiburrs and puts it in his pocket. 

 

Ben Kenobi and Owen Lars then hitch a ride on the Tantive IV, the ship that is at the beginning 

of A New Hope.  While separated from Owen, Ben Kenobi meets the famous droid duo.  He 

wipes C-3PO’s memory (since he remembers Luke and Leia’s birth) and then tells R2-D2 that he 

has a mission for him. 

 
Ben briefly visits Yoda on Dagobah.  We never actually see him talk to Yoda, we just see him 

climbing onto the Tantive IV with Luke in his arms, and Owen asking him how his talk with 



Yoda went.  This may explain why Luke says that this place looked like it was something from a 

dream. 

 
Note:  In my trilogy Yoda was not in exile on Dagobah.  That’s just where he lived and trained young 

Jedis. 

 

The Tantive IV drops Ben and Owen off on Tatooine, where Beru has found a new home for the 

Lars’.  In the sunset, Beru and Owen embrace, and Owen shows her Luke.  Beru turns to see 

Ben, but he has already walked off into the distance… 

 

END EPISODE III 

 

AND END OF THE ALTERNATE PREQUEL TRILOGY 

Thank you for reading. 
 


